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opposite words merriam competence english meaning cambridge dictionary competent
adjective definition pictures pronunciation and competent definition and meaning
collins english dictionary 54 synonyms antonyms for competent thesaurus com
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communicator social sci libretexts what is competence a shared interpretation of
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competent definition meaning merriam webster Apr 16 2024 1 proper or rightly
pertinent 2 having requisite or adequate ability or qualities fit a competent
teacher a competent piece of work 3 legally qualified or adequate a competent
witness 4 having the capacity to function or develop in a particular way such as a
competent definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 15 2024 having the
skills or knowledge to do something well enough to meet a basic standard to
infinitive all we want is someone competent to manage the staff law having enough
mental ability for a particular purpose to infinitive the judge decided that he was
competent to stand trial
competent english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 14 2024 c1 able to do something
well a competent secretary rider cook i wouldn t say he was brilliant but he is
competent at his job synonyms adept capable expert good proficient skilful uk
opposite incompetent thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples good at doing
something because of practice skilful she s a skilful driver
competent definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan 13 2024 properly or
sufficiently qualified or capable or efficient a competent typist synonyms capable
usually followed by of having capacity or ability able capable have the skills and
qualifications to do things well effective efficient able to accomplish a purpose
functioning effectively workmanlike worthy of a good workman efficient
competent definition meaning dictionary com Dec 12 2023 having suitable or
sufficient skill knowledge experience etc for some purpose properly qualified he is
perfectly competent to manage the bank branch synonyms proficient capable fit
adequate but not exceptional
competence definition meaning merriam webster Nov 11 2023 1 the quality or state of
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being competent such as a the quality or state of having sufficient knowledge
judgment skill or strength as for a particular duty or in a particular respect no
one denies her competence as a leader they have demonstrated their competence in
their specialty or subspecialty by passing a comprehensive exam
competent synonyms 111 similar and opposite words merriam Oct 10 2023 synonyms for
competent qualified suitable capable good able expert fit skilled antonyms of
competent incompetent poor unqualified unfit inept inexperienced unskilled untrained
competence english meaning cambridge dictionary Sep 09 2023 c1 the ability to do
something well her competence as a teacher is unquestionable he reached a reasonable
level of competence in his english opposite incompetence smart vocabulary related
words and phrases skill talent and ability ability accomplishment accuracy acumen
adroitness endowment functional skills functioning genius
competent adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Aug 08 2023 having the
power to decide something the case was referred to a competent authority definition
of competent adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation
picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
competent definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jul 07 2023 1 adjective
someone who is competent is efficient and effective he was a loyal distinguished and
very competent civil servant a competent performance synonyms able skilled capable
clever more synonyms of competent competently adverb adverb with verb adverb
adjective
54 synonyms antonyms for competent thesaurus com Jun 06 2023 adjective as in able to
perform viewing 5 68 related words show 10 more on this page you ll find 115
synonyms antonyms and words related to competent such as adequate capable decent
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efficient proficient and qualified
competence vs competency what s the difference indeed May 05 2023 competence is your
ability to generally understand and perform anything at a basic level this refers to
your knowledge and general state of being competence typically involves skills
related to learning and comprehension it also includes the standards for measuring
skills or knowledge
1 3 becoming a competent communicator social sci libretexts Apr 04 2023 four
characteristics of competent communicators a competent communicator is prepared a
competent communicator is clear a competent communicator is concise a competent
communicator is ethical ethical communicators are egalitarian
what is competence a shared interpretation of competence to Mar 03 2023 what is
competence a shared interpretation of competence to support teaching learning and
assessment you may be familiar with the word competence but how can a clear
definition of the term support teaching learning and assessment jan 26 2022
assessment research education debate future of education teaching
how to use competent in a sentence proper usage tips Feb 02 2023 competent is an
adjective that describes a person or thing s ability to perform a task or fulfill a
role with skill proficiency and expertise it signifies the possession of necessary
knowledge capabilities and qualifications to carry out a specific function
effectively
competency in a sentence sentence examples by cambridge Jan 01 2023 competency in a
sentence sentence examples by cambridge dictionary examples of competency these
examples are from corpora and from sources on the web any opinions in the examples
do not represent the opinion of the cambridge dictionary editors or of cambridge
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university press or its licensors
how to use competent in a sentence wordhippo Nov 30 2022 alternatively competent
larvae of many sessile invertebrate species do not progress toward metamorphosis if
stimulatory cues are absent every competent mechanic should have a correctly
calibrated torque wrench in their tool kit and should use it one of the major
disincentives is the severe shortage of competent technical and managerial staff
nursing competency definition structure and development Oct 30 2022 competence is an
ability acquired through experience and learning the concept of competence is two
fold 1 potential abilities that may work effectively under certain circumstances and
2 motivation to show one s usefulness using those abilities
translation of competent english japanese dictionary Sep 28 2022 adjective uk ˈkɒm
pɪ tənt us ˈkɑm pə t ənt able to do something well 能力のある a competent swimmer teacher
competently adverb uk ˈkɒm pɪ tənt li us ˈkɑm pə t ənt li 立派に translation of
competent from the cambridge english japanese dictionary cambridge university press
examples of competent competent
competent in japanese cambridge dictionary Aug 28 2022 adjective ˈkɒmpɪtənt able to
do a job well 有能 ゆうのう な a highly competent lawyer 非常に有能な法律家 translation of competent
from the global english japanese dictionary 2022 k dictionaries ltd examples of
competent competent on the possibilities of becoming a monolingual but competent
speaker from the cambridge english corpus
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